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Abstract
The evolution of languages shares certain characteristics with that of genes, such as the
predominantly vertical line of transmission and the retention of traces of past events such as
contact. Thus, studies of language phylogenies and their correlations with genetic phylogenies
can enrich our understanding of human prehistory, while insights gained from genetic studies
of past population contact can help shed light on the processes underlying language contact
and change. As demonstrated by recent research, these evolutionary processes are more
complex than simple models of gene-language coevolution predict, with linguistic boundaries
only occasionally functioning as barriers to gene flow. More frequently, admixture takes place
irrespective of linguistic differences, but with a detectable impact of contact-induced changes
in the languages concerned.

Introduction
Ever since Darwin [1] it has been assumed that the genetic and linguistic evolution of humans
should be largely correlated [2–4]. The reasons for this lie in the perceived parallelism of
genes and languages: genes are obligatorily passed on from parents to their offspring, and in
general the first language children learn to speak is that of their parents, so that languages tend
to be inherited in a vertical line as well. Similarly, genepools diverge when populations
become substructured and increasingly isolated from each other; such reproductive isolation
would also lead to communicative isolation and thus linguistic substructuring and the
development of new languages out of an erstwhile common ancestor. Furthermore, both genes
and languages can retain traces of past demographic events such as contact, detectable via
genetic admixture on the one hand and linguistic changes (loanwords or structural
borrowings) on the other.
Thus, the correlations (as well as the lack thereof) between genetic and linguistic relationships
can help shed light on the (pre)history of human populations and enrich our understanding of
the processes that shape both genetic and linguistic diversity [5]. This relatively young but
burgeoning field of interdisciplinary research can be approached from three different angles
of investigation: 1) the coevolution of genes and languages, 2) prehistoric population contact
and its effect on language evolution and change, and 3) the demographic history of language
families to shed light on the prehistory of the peoples speaking these languages. I here review
each of these approaches in turn for readers with no background in linguistics, covering to a
large extent the last five years. Since the review by Pagel [6] focusses largely on mechanisms
of language evolution and thus does not cover all the aspects touched upon here, some
references to the older background literature are also included. However, I do not cover the
question of how human language may have evolved in the first place; for some recent
discussion see [7] and [8].

Coevolution of genes and languages
The investigation of language-gene coevolution was first undertaken in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, when sufficient allele frequency data for a large number of human populations
had been collected to make such research feasible [9]. Major questions of interest concern the
extent to which linguistic differences present barriers to gene flow and thus shape genetic
diversity [4], as suggested by the results of early studies [2,3,10,11], as well as whether the
coevolution of genes and languages follows a branching model marked by successive splits
and isolation, or rather an isolation-by-distance model with decreasing genetic and linguistic
exchange over increasing geographical distances [12]. While some studies have found that
genetic structure indeed correlates with linguistic affiliation [4,13], implying that language
can represent a barrier to gene flow, others have found that at regional levels gene flow and
language contact have erased such patterns of phylogenetic splits [12,14].
In order to investigate the coevolution of genes and languages, correlations between matrices
of linguistic and genetic distances are most commonly investigated. This poses a
methodological problem: while the genetic distances are based on actual empirical data that
are tailoured to the markers used, until recently the linguistic distances were arbitrary values
assigned on the basis of a (controversial) phylogeny of languages compiled by Ruhlen [15]. In
such approaches, languages belonging to different linguistic phyla are assigned the largest
value and languages at lower levels in the phylogeny receive smaller values, e.g. [4,16]; the
validity of results obtained by such comparisons is of course rather questionable . More recent
studies have circumvented the methodological problem of defining appropriate linguistic
distances by calculating these with empirical data – frequently the number of retained cognate
items (i.e. words going back to a common ancestor) in word lists [13,14,17].
However, calculating linguistic distances from lexical cognates is restricted to relatively
closely related languages, as sound changes and replacement of words reduce the number of
detectable cognates with time; it is commonly assumed that the time-depth for the
establishment of genealogical relationships based on lexical cognates is 7,000-10,000 years
[18,19]. Since genetic data are not subject to such temporal constraints, it is necessary to find
linguistic measures that are amenable to comparison even across very distinct language
families if one wants to investigate gene-language coevolution at a global scale. Structural
data, i.e. abstract grammatical features such as the order of subject, verb, and object or the
presence/absence of definite or indefinite articles, have been suggested as potentially more
suitable for the investigation of genealogical relationships at deeper time depth [19–21]. Thus,
using such structural features Dunn et al. [22] were able to reconstruct a phylogeny of Papuan
languages of Island Melanesia which are unclassifiable using lexical data.
A further such attempt at avoiding the temporal restriction of linguistic data is the "Parametric
Comparison Method" [23–25]. This is based on so-called parameter settings, which are
abstract feature values at a varying number of syntactic features supposedly "… predefined by
our invariant language faculty, Universal Grammar …" [24: 1684]. Since this approach
assumes that these parameters are part of the innate Universal Grammar, they should be
found, and hence comparable, across all languages irrespective of their degree of genealogical
relationship [23,24] – making them perfectly comparable to genetic data and avoiding the
problems inherent in the use of lexical data mentioned above. Therefore this approach appears

to be the ideal solution for the investigation of genetic and linguistic coevolution at a global
scale. However, there are several issues that diminish its value. The biggest problem concerns
the list of supposedly universal parameters – which is yet to be defined. Even the proponents
of the idea admit that "UG parameters number at least in the hundreds, although we are too far
from being able to make precise estimates" [24: 1687], while a survey of the relevant
literature was unable to find more than seven parameters that were mentioned by more than
one author, none of which were uncontroversial among specialists [26]. In addition, the
ascertainment scheme for the parameters is heavily biased: most are proposed on the basis of
data from only individual language families or even subfamilies, or at most on a comparison
of two very distinct languages, e.g. English and Japanese [26]. Furthermore, Longobardi and
colleagues propose to restrict their investigation to the domain of nominal arguments, such as
Mary, Mary's book, the person I spoke to, etc [23,24], in order to circumvent the problem of
the potentially large number of as yet unidentified parameters for which insufficient data are
available across numerous languages. At last count their dataset comprised only 56
parameters, not all of which are independent of each other – restricting the applicability of
phylogenetic tools that assume independence of data [25]. Thus their linguistic distance
measures are based on a very small set of features ascertained in a small number of languages
and taken from a very limited domain of grammar (comparable to a genetic study of global
diversity limiting itself to a small number of partly linked SNPs ascertained in only a few
populations), which casts considerable doubt on the validity of the results that can be obtained
with this method.
While initial analyses of language-gene coevolution simply assessed the degree of correlation
between linguistic and genetic diversity, increasingly such studies are used to address specific
hypotheses, e.g. [12,14,27]. For instance, de Filippo et al. [14] used correlations between
genetic distances, linguistic distances calculated from cognate lexemes in word lists, and
model-based geographic distances to investigate which route would have been followed by
the expanding speakers of Bantu languages in sub-Saharan Africa. They find that the data fit a
model of a relatively late split of eastern and western Bantu languages, although the signal of
this split would have subsequently been diminished by gene flow and language contact
(Figure 1). At a broader geographic scale, Hunley et al. [27] undertook a worldwide
comparison of the diversity of autosomal microsatellites and that of inventories of distinctive
sounds (phonemes) to elucidate whether serial founder events would have shaped both
systems equally. With this study they partly addressed the claim by Atkinson [28] that
phoneme inventories show evidence of a serial founder event correlating with the Out-ofAfrica dispersal of modern humans. In contrast to Atkinson's results, Hunley et al. find no
evidence for serial founder events in the phoneme data. This different result is most probably
due to the very different datasets the studies were based on: Atkinson [28] made use of a
published dataset [29] in which phoneme inventories of 504 languages were classified into
size bins (e.g. 'small', 'medium', and 'large' for vowel inventories). In contrast, Hunley et al.
[27] based their study on 908 phonemes coded as present or absent for 725 languages.

Figure 1: Using genetic and linguistic data to test models of the Bantu expansion. A:
Schematic of the expansion models tested. B: Correlations between genetic distances and
model-based geographic distances (isolation-by-distance, early-split, late-split) as well as
linguistic distances; asterisks mark statistically significant correlations. IBD = isolation by
distance; mt = mitochondrial DNA; Y = Y-chromosome; A = autosomal microsatellites.
(Slightly modified from de Filippo et al. 2012; their Figure 1 and Figure 6.)

Prehistoric population contact and its effect on language evolution and change
As discussed in the preceding section, it is becoming increasingly clear that at small
geographical scales isolation by distance – involving gene flow and the transfer of linguistic
features – plays a large role in shaping linguistic and genetic diversity. In order to better
understand the processes underlying these isolation-by-distance effects, molecular
anthropological investigations can be coupled with fine-scaled linguistic studies. Several
studies of African populations have highlighted the role played by female-biased
intermarriage in the adoption and spread of foreign linguistic features. For instance, a study of
Bantu-speaking populations from southwestern Zambia [30] was able to demonstrate that
large-scale incorporation of autochthonous women by the Fwe population is likely to have
triggered the incorporation of click consonants into the Fwe language. These highly salient
consonants are characteristic of three language families indigenous to southern Africa
collectively called 'Khoisan'. The spread of these consonants in Fwe from words borrowed
from a Khoisan language to some words of Bantu origin [31] could have been a means to flag
the new identity of a community characterized by a large proportion of maternal ancestors of
Khoisan origin.
A study of populations from central Burkina Faso speaking languages belonging to two very
distinct branches of the Niger-Congo phylum, Mande and Gur [32] demonstrated the complex
role played by linguistic differences in the structuring of genetic diversity. On the one hand,
there is absolutely no differentiation among these populations in the maternal lineages,
irrespective of which language they speak, so that linguistic differences clearly are no barrier
at all to gene flow in the maternal line. In contrast, the paternal lineages are discernibly
structured by linguistic affiliation, with a highly significant FST value of 9.4% when
comparing Mande-speakers with Gur-speakers, as opposed to 8.8% variance within linguistic
groups. These results are in good accordance with the strictly patrilocal social structure of

these populations, with women moving to their husbands' homestead after marriage, where
they have to speak the language of the homestead. This high mobility of women across
linguistic boundaries is most probably the reason for the spread of shared grammatical
features across several languages of the region [33], since women would be transmitting their
native language patterns to their children.
Genetic studies of Khoisan populations [34–36] have further demonstrated the complex
relationship between linguistic affiliation and genetic affinity. While on the one hand
populations speaking languages of the Kx'a family are found on both sides of a deep genetic
split dated to approximately 30,000 years ago, on the other hand some populations speaking
languages belonging to all three accepted Khoisan language families [37] are closely related
[34] (Figure 2). The shared genetic affinities of these populations are partly reflected in
contact-induced changes in their languages [38–40]. This again demonstrates that gene flow
can easily take place across linguistic boundaries, even when these involve very distinct
languages belonging to different language families, and that such genetic admixture can have
an impact on the languages in contact.
Other studies, too, have demonstrated considerable variation in the degree to which genetic
variation of human populations is structured by their linguistic affiliation. In the Pacific there
are generally no consistent genetic differences between populations speaking Papuan
languages and those speaking Austronesian languages [41–43], whereas a study of autosomal
SNPs in Ethiopian populations found considerable structure along linguistic boundaries [44],
as did a study of Y-chromosomal variation in the North Caucasus [13].

Figure 2: Languages and genes do not necessarily correlate. Principal Components Analysis
on autosomal SNPs in individuals from southern Africa. The colour and shape of the symbols
designate the ethnolinguistic affiliation of each individual, with red, green, and blue
representing the three different Khoisan language families Tuu, Kx'a, and Khoe-Kwadi,
respectively, and grey representing the Bantu language family. While genetic and linguistic
relationships sometimes go hand-in-hand (see for instance the genetically closely related
individuals (circle 1), who speak closely related languages belonging to the Kx'a family), this
is not always the case: thus, the individuals clustering in the bottom right corner (circle 2)

speak languages belonging to all three Khoisan language families. Note also that populations
speaking different languages of the Kx'a family (green symbols) are genetically distinct.
(Slightly modified from Pickrell et al. 2012, their Figure 1b.)

Language family phylogenies and speaker prehistory
While the studies surveyed so far have combined both genetic and linguistic data, in this last
section I will briefly touch upon work based solely on linguistic data. This fruitful area of
research was initiated only in the new millennium, when innovative studies addressed the
evolution of the Austronesian, Bantu, and Indo-European language families [45–47]. Since
then, ever more studies are being conducted that explicitly model migrations and test
alternative hypotheses, e.g. [21,48–51]. For instance, Lee & Hasegawa [51] use Bayesian
analysis of lexical data from 19 Ainu varieties with geographic coordinates to investigate two
competing models of Ainu prehistory, namely whether the Ainu are the direct descendants of
the prehistoric Jomon people who would have migrated to Japan from Southeast Asia
approximately 10,000 years ago, or whether they represent the result of admixture between
the Jomon people and the so-called Okhotsk people who would have migrated into northern
Japan from the Amur river basin 900-1600 years ago. Their results provide strong support for
the admixture model, both from a temporal perspective (with the tree of Ainu varieties rooting
1288 years before present) as well as from a geographical perspective, with strong support for
a diffusion of Ainu linguistic diversity from the north. Thus, the linguistic data help shed light
on the origins of the Ainu and complement archaeological and genetic studies.
While studies of language family phylogenies are mostly based on lexical data, investigations
of deeper relationships have been attempted with structural data [20–22], as mentioned in the
section on language-gene coevolution. For example, Sicoli & Holton [21] use Bayesian
analysis of structural data from 37 Na-Dene languages of North America and two Yeniseian
languages from Siberia to distinguish between two hypotheses concerning the migration of
the putative shared ancestor [52,53] of these languages, namely 1) a migration from Eurasia to
the New World, or 2) a bidirectional migration out of Beringia. Their results consistently
contradict an early split-off of the Yeniseian languages, as implicit in the Eurasian hypothesis
[52], and provide strong support for the Beringian origin of these languages. This is in good
accordance with previous mtDNA analyses which also showed a bidirectional migration out
of Beringia to Siberia and the New World [54].

Conclusions
As demonstrated by the diverse studies reviewed here, the history of languages can
sometimes, but often does not, parallel the genetic history of their speakers. Thus, adding
insights obtained from linguistic data to molecular anthropological investigations will help
shed further light on the complex processes at play in the demographic history of modern
humans. It is to be expected that further advances will be made in all three approaches

outlined above, although finding a suitable measure of linguistic distances comparable to the
genetic measures remains a challenge.
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